Anomalous Cloud-to-Ground
Lightning in an F5-Tornadoproducing Supercell
Thunderstorm on 28 August 1990
Abstract
An F5 tornado that devastated Plainfield, Illinois, and environs
on 28 August 1990, killing 29 people, is shown to be produced by a
thunderstorm characterized by highly anomalous cloud-to-ground
(CG) lightning activity. Unlike typical summertime convection in
which the majority of CG flashes lower negative charge to ground,
the Plainfield storm produced predominantly positive-polarity CG
flashes during development. Changes in storm structure revealed
by radar imagery appear tied to distinct patterns in the CG flash
parameters of polarity, flash frequency, first stroke peak current,
flash multiplicity, and flash location relative to the parent cumulonimbus. The primary findings are 1) the anomalous predominance
(91%) of positive-polarity CG flashes during development; 2) positive CG flashes anomalously occurring mainly within the region of
the storm's radar reflectivity core; 3) the onset of a major downburst
coinciding with a sudden increase in CG flash rate, from 4 to 17
flashes min-1, and positive percentage, from 91% to 100%; 4) a
reduction in flash rate from 17 to 3 flashes min -1 in 3 min, coinciding
with the rapid development of a front-flank mesocyclone; 5) a 20-min
span of reduced CG activity (1-2 flashes min -1 ) coinciding with
tornado formation and intensification; 6) the reversal in dominant
CG flash polarity from positive to negative over the entire thunderstorm domain at the time of tornado touchdown, an occurrence
previously undocumented in any other tornadic thunderstorm; 7)
steadily weakening mean peak current values (from +100 to +38 kA)
leading to the reversal, and steadily strengthening values (from - 2 0
to - 4 0 kA) following the reversal; and 8) the temporary clustering of
all CG flashes within 10 km of the tornadic mesocyclone at maximum (F5) tornadic intensity. These findings suggest the possibility
of a relationship between this tornadic thunderstorm's dynamics
and electrical activity.
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sion of wind damage in that a large region of downburst
wind damage narrowed to a focus whereupon tornadic
damage began (Fig. 1). Furthermore, this storm differed considerably from classic supercell storms
(Lemon and Doswell 1979) in that radar signatures
and eyewitness accounts suggest that mesocyclone
formation and tornadogenesis occurred near the leading edge of the southeast-moving storm, and not in the
more commonly observed rear-flank location. While
several storms formed regionally within the same
environment, the Plainfield storm was the lone tornado producer and was furthermore the only storm
that clearly displayed anomalous cloud-to-ground (CG)
lightning patterns during development, recognizable
in real time in this storm's anomalous predominance of
positive polarity CG lightning (Fig. 2). As such, the
Plainfield storm was identifiable as being of unusual
electrical character from about two hours prior to
tornadogenesis.

1. Introduction
On 28 August 1990, 29 people were killed in the
vicinity of Plainfield, Illinois, when a supercell thunderstorm spawned a rare, extreme-intensity (F5) tornado.
The Plainfield storm was born of an environment only
marginally supportive of supercell storm development, yet the tornado has been identified by Fujita as
having been the strongest tornado he has assessed
thus far (T. Fujita, invited talk, Tornado Symposium III,
2 - 5 April 1991, Norman, Oklahoma). Damage surveys also identified an unusual continuous progres©1993 American Meteorological Society
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FIG. 1. Wind damage map (redrawn) for the Plainfield storm of 28
August 1990 from an aerial and ground survey by the University of
Chicago as published in Storm Data. Damage type and estimated
track of the tornado-supporting mesocyclone are indicated. County
names and outlines are provided, as are three-letter station identifiers
mentioned in the text. Times (UTC) are shown.
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FIG. 2. Cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning activity over the lower Great Lakes region between 1800 and 2200 UTC on 28 August 1990. Flash
polarity is indicated by color with red denoting positive and blue negative.

In this observational study, an overview of the life
of the Plainfield storm is first presented, in which
storm evolution is broken down into phases of structural development and compared with corresponding
CG lightning trends and flash parameter averages.
Anomalies in CG lightning activity are then detailed
and interrelations identified between particular electrical and morphological aspects of this thunderstorm.

2. Data sources
Lightning data for the Plainfield storm were retrieved for 28 August 1990 from the archive of the
National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) at the
State University of New York in Albany (SUNYA). This
system utilizes a network of magnetic direction-finding
(DF) sites to reveal flash time, location, polarity, peak
current, and multiplicity characteristics of CG lightning
(Orville et al. 1983; see Orville 1991 for DF locations).
Flash times are reliable within 6 ms, and locations
accurate on average within a few kilometers (Orville et
al. 1983). In this particular case, a slight satellite190

related timing error (6 ms) at the Clarksville, Michigan,
DF site was identified and corrected in postanalysis,
yielding slight improvements in some flash characteristics and locations over those available in real time. A
second dataset was created to serve as a control for
comparison with the Plainfield data. All flashes occurring over the region traversed by the Plainfield storm
are included in this dataset for the summer of 1990 (21
June to 21 September), with the data for the four hours
of the Plainfield storm dataset excluded.
The radar data are from the National Weather
Service (NWS) WSR74S10-cm radar site at Marseilles,
Illinois (MMO), with a second film kindly provided by
the United Airlines Weather Center (UAL) at Elk Grove,
Illinois, from their 5-cm Collins radar. Conventional
NWS surface and rawinsonde observations were utilized for analyses. Eyewitness accounts of the storm
were obtained through videotaped interviews conducted on site by R. Moore of El Paso, Illinois, and B.
Vonnegut of SUNYA about six weeks after the tornado. Additional information on this storm is found in
(August 1990) and "The Plainfield/Crest
Hill Tornado" Natural Disaster Survey Report [U.S.
Department of Commerce (DoC) 1991].

Storm Data
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3. Overview of storm
development

a. Storm environment

A weak surface cyclone
formed near Lake Huron during
28 August with a cold front extending southwestward into
Iowa. Widespread convection
erupted over a large region to
the southwestthrough southeast
of the cyclone during the afternoon; the Plainfield storm was
the westernmost of these convective developments. Mesoanalysis shows this cold front as
being poorly defined in the Illinois-Wisconsin region, with several weak wind shifts and illdefined thermal and moisture
boundaries (Fig. 3). Less ambiguous is an exceptional deFIG. 3. Regional surface mesoanalysis for 1750 UTC on 28 August 1990. Conventional
gree of low-level moisture char- frontal analysis is provided with isobars (2-mb interval), and 25°C isodrosotherms (dashed line)
acterizing the storm region, with encompassing areas of maximum dewpoints (shaded). Plotted data are temperature (°C; upper
ambient dewpoints of 25°-28°C left of station model), dewpoint (°C; lower left), and winds in m s_1 with full barb and half barb
1
1
by 1800 UTC (all times UTC) equal to 5 m s~ and 2.5 m s~ , respectively. Plainfield is located immediately southeast of ARR.
when storm development was
under way. Upper-tropospheric
======::^^
analyses (not shown) show that
the storm region lay on the anticyclonic shear side of somewhat uncommon, is far from unique. A study by
a seasonally strong migratory shortwave trough. Lower Johns (1982) has indicated that northern Illinois fealevels were characterized by weak warm advection tures the highest incidence nationwide of northwest
and a slowly strengthening wind field from the west- flow-type severe weather outbreaks east of the
northwest. The storm motion to the southeast, while Rockies.
The thermodynamic and vertical wind structure in
the near-storm region is provided by the rawinsonde
data from Peoria, Illinois (PIA), about 160 km southwest of Plainfield at 0000 UTC 29 August 1990,
approximately 3 h after the tornado (Fig. 4). Excessive
instability is apparent in the combination of the exceptionally warm and moist near-surface layer overlaid by
a deep layer characterized by very steep lapse rates.
The tropopause is observed at 13.5 km and the liftedparcel equilibrium level lies at 15.2 km. The lifted index
(-13) and convective available potential energy (CAPE)
of about 8000 J k g 1 are both of extraordinary magnitude. In comparison, the maximum CAPE value found

FIG. 4. Sounding in skew T-logp format from Peoria, Illinois
(PIA), at 0000 UTC 29 August 1990. Temperature (solid) and
dewpoint (dashed) are shown along with a representative dry
adiabat (313 K). Estimated parcel trajectory from the lifted
condensation level is indicated, along with the region of positive
potential buoyant energy (shading). Winds in m s~1 with pennant,
barb, and half barb denoting 25, 5, and 2.5 m s~\ respectively.
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TABLE 1. Flash production and average flash characteristics during the six storm phases.
Phase time
(UTC)

Storm
character

Percent
positive

Flash rate
(min 1 )

Number of flashes

Average peak
current (kA)

Average
multiplicity

Pos

Neg

Toteil

Pos

Neg

Pos

Neg

I
1809-1848

Development
tornado (F1)

76.7

1.2

35

10

45

+85.2

-12.3

1.23

1.0

II
1848-1918

Severe T-stm
Cell split

89.6

3.5

95

11

106I

+84.1

-14.6

1.14

1.0

III
1918-1948

Supercell
intensification

88.4

4.9

129

17

146i

+90.1

-17.1 ~

1.37

1.35

IV
1948-2018

Downburst,
mesocyclone
development

98.1

7.2

212

4

216I

+82.4

-16.4

1.35

1.2

V
2018-2048

Tornado (F5)
multicell T-stm

3.3

5.1

5

147

152!

+33.5

-32.0

1.2

2.63

VI
2048-2118

Severe T-stm

5.0

12.7

19

360

37S)

+17.1

-30.3

1.06

3.28

in a study of 242 strong and violent (F2-F5 intensity)
tornado-producing environments was 5300 J k g 1
(Johns et al. 1990). The wind profile appears less
conducive to severe storm formation as only weak-tomoderate vertical shear is present in the lower troposphere. An estimate of the 0-2-km storm-relative helicity
(see, e.g., Davies-Jones etal. 1990) in the vicinity of the

Plainfield storm, utilizing a reconstructed storm-environment hodograph adjusted for observed storm motion and surface winds, produces a value of 107 m2 s-2
(LaPenta 1992; Hart et al. 1991), well below the normal
threshold value for supercell formation of 150 m 2 s~2
(Davies-Jones et al. 1990), and far weaker than most
other tornado environments. For example, storm-relative helicity in F2-F3 tornadoes
averages 360 m 2 s~2, and about
460 m2 S"2 in F4-F5 tornadoes
(Johns and Doswell 1992). This
combination of shear and instability appears to lack precedent
in any other studied strong-violent tornado environment. Plotting the Plainfield storm's location on a scatter diagram of CAPE
versus storm-relative helicity of
the 242 sampled cases (adapted
from Johns and Doswell 1992)
shows this storm to be a far statistical outlier (Fig. 5). Shear and
instability appear to share a
complementary relationship in
supporting tornadic development,
whereby a deficit in one parameter can be overcome by a surplus of the other. While this comFIG. 5. The relationship of CAPE and 0 - 2 km AGL storm relative helicity from a sample of
pensatory effect appears to exist
242 strong-violent tornadoes (adapted from Johns and Doswell 1992). Violent (F4-F5
in the Plainfield storm, the deintensity) tornadoes are indicated by open circles. The Plainfield storm is additionally indicated
rived CAPE is so extreme comby the star symbol on the far right.
192
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pared to previously studied cases
that it seems plausible that the
process of tornadogenesis itself
may perhaps be different in some
fundamental way in this case.
Modeling sensitivity studies
(Weisman and Klemp 1982) furthermore have shown that an
environment such as was present
on 28 August 1990 would favor
the development of large multicellular thunderstorms such as
occurred elsewhere over the
Great Lakes region, since a rotational component provided by significant vertical shear to support
supercell and mesocyclone development is lacking.

b. Storm evolution and CG
lightning trends

Thunderstorm formation commences at 1730 when towering
cumulus builds along a weak
convergence line in southern
Wisconsin. Several cells form to
the north of Rockford (RFD) in a
100-km line oriented west-southwestthrough east-northeast. The
largest of these initial developments evolves into the Plainfield
supercell. The other cells remain
less impressive, as their echo
heights remain below the tropopause, and all dissipate before
the Plainfield storm becomes a
supercell at about 1930. For
analysis, the Plainfield storm's
evolution can be characterized
by distinct phases of development of 30-min duration each,
which follow a longer formative
FIG. 6. Plots of radar reflectivity (from MMO radar) and simultaneous CG flash data at
stage. These six storm phases selected times on 28 August 1990. Storm phase at the time of each image is indicated by roman
are 1) thunderstorm growth and numeral at upper left. Radar VIP levels 1, 3, and 5 are labeled, with range rings provided at 50intensification (1730-1848), 2) km intervals. Absence of detail within - 5 0 km results from ground clutter interference. Ten
splitting severe thunderstorm minutes of CG data centered about the time of each radar image are shown, where a plus
(1848-1918), 3) southern cell (square) symbol denotes a CG flash of positive (negative) polarity. Locations referred to in the
text are indicated by three-letter identifiers.
intensification into a supercell
(1918-1948), 4) downbursting
= = = = =
supercell and mesocyclone development (1948-2018), 5) violent tornadic phase images from each phase with simultaneous CG light(2018-2048), and 6) post-tornado multicellular thun- ning data overlaid are presented in Fig. 6.
derstorm (2048-2118 onward). The thunderstorm's
Phase I sees the nascent cell grow rapidly and
CG flash production and average flash characteristics become electrically active as it propagates to the
are summarized for each phase in Table 1. Radar southeast. The thunderstorm already exhibits a 50Bulletin American Meteorological
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dBZ [VIP (video integrator and processor) level 5]
reflectivity core and echo height of 14.3 km [MMO radar
log; U.S. DoC 1991, p. B-5] when the first CG flash is
detected at 1809. A small F1 tornado is reported at 1840
at Pecatonica (PEC) and is associated with a weakecho appendage (Fig. 6a) in the vicinity of the emerging
gust front later apparent on radar (Fig. 6c). Cloud-toground lightning during this formative stage averages
1.2 flashes min-1, of which 76.7% lower positive charge
to ground. MMO radar records that the echo height has
increased to 17 km by 1843, overshooting the equilibrium level by almost 2 km.
The thunderstorm has further increased in severity
by the onset of the second phase, producing 7-cmdiameter hail at RFD, funnel clouds, a strong gust
front, and a bounded weak-echo region (BWER) noted
by the MMO radar operator (U.S. DoC 1991, p. B-5).
This intense cell begins to split in two at about 1910
(Figs. 6b,c), possibly in response to gust-front propagation enhancing convective growth on the storm's
southern flank. Initially these cells appear almost
identical, but the southern cell appears favored for
continued development. This cell's motion deviates
only slightly from the initial cell motion, while the
northern cell migrates eastward, away from the initial
motion vector, and is more strongly deviant. The CG
flash rate increases significantly during phase II, averaging 3.5 flashes min-1, of which 89.6% of the 106
flashes that occur lower positive charge to ground.
The third phase encompasses the explosive development of the southern cell into a giant supercell
thunderstorm. The echo rapidly evolves from an elliptical to a diamond-shaped configuration with a prominent gust front bowing away from the echo core, while
a very strong reflectivity gradient along the storm's
southern flank suggests that the primary inflow is now
occurring on the storm's southern side (Fig. 6c). The
northern cell never completely separates from the
supercell, and retains its identity for the following hour
as a lesser reflectivity core of VIP 3 - 4 intensity.
Virtually no CG lightning is associated with this cell
following the intensification of the southern cell. The
CG flash rate from the supercell averages 4.9 m i n 1
during phase III, of which 88.4% are positive.
Significant damage begins in phase IV with the
occurrence of a major downburst of long duration and
rapid mesocyclone intensification leading to tornadogenesis (Figs. 6d,e,f). Exceptionally distinct patterns
of CG activity occur in association with these developments and are detailed in the next section. During
phase IV, flash production averages 7.2 min"1, of
which 98.1% are of positive polarity. (Negative
flashes depicted in Fig. 6f all occurred after 2017.)
Phase V encompasses the lifetime of the Plainfield
tornado and the reversal of dominant CG flash polar194

ity. The thunderstorm again displays rapid structural
changes on radar as it breaks down from a highly
organized supercell to a multicellular storm by the time
of tornado dissipation (Figs. 6f,g). The echo height is
measured at 19.8 km (65 000 ft) near the time of F5
tornadic intensity, representing a tropopause and equilibrium-level overshoot of over 6 and 4 km, respectively.
Flashes occur during the tornadic phase at an average
of 5.1 min -1 , of which only 3.3% are now positive.
The post-tornadic Plainfield storm for the 30 min
following tornado dissipation constitutes phase VI (Fig.
6h), although the storm maintains a coherent identity
until at least 2218. Flash rate is greatest during this
phase, averaging 12.7 min-1 and further increasing after the end of the period of study. During phase VI, 5.0%
of observed flashes lower positive charge to ground.

4. Discussion

a. Distinct electrical aspects during storm
development

Cloud-to-ground flash characteristics show that
from inception through tornadogenesis, the Plainfield
storm was characterized by flash production phased
with events in the convective evolution of the system.
Analysis further identifies highly distinct and often
anomalous CG lightning patterns and characteristics
from formation onward that seem tied to specific
morphological features or phases of storm development. It is only after tornado dissipation that the storm
displays apparent normalcy in CG lightning activity.
This section provides some detail on the evolution of
CG lightning patterns during storm development, and
highlights particular features of interest in the Plainfield
storm's CG flash production and corresponding storm
morphological developments. Summertime averages
from the regional 1990 CG lightning dataset are utilized for comparison where applicable. Specific CG
lightning features of interest identified here are 1) a
strongly anomalous predominance of positive-polarity
CG flashes during thunderstorm formation and development; 2) positive CG flashes anomalously collocated with the radar reflectivity core; 3) very high peak
current values of positive CG flashes and very low
values for negative CG flashes during storm development prior to tornadogenesis; 4) significant changes in
CG flash characteristics for a few minutes following
the cell split; 5) an abrupt increase in CG flash frequency and percentage positive (to 100%) coinciding
with the onset of the major downburst leading to
tornadogenesis; 6) an abrupt reduction in CG frequency as a strong mesocyclone signature rapidly
forms on radar; 7) a 20-min span of greatly reduced
CG activity coinciding with tornado formation and
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intensification; 8) the reversal in CG flash polarity from
positive to negative at the time of tornado touchdown
that is sustained thereafter; 9) a steady decline in
positive peak current amplitude leading to, and steady
increase in negative peak current amplitude following,
the reversal in polarity; 10) a period of exceptionally
frequent, highly localized CG activity observed in
close proximity to the tornado; and 11) a temporary
drop in flash rate during tornado dissipation. A histogram of 5-min average CG flash data for the Plainfield

FIG. 7. CG flash-production characteristics sampled at 5-min
intervals for the Plainfield storm from 1808 to 2118 UTC 28 August
1990. (a) Flash rate (min"1) of positive (solid) and total CG flashes;
(b) positive flash percentage of total; (c) average peak current value
(kA) of positive flashes (solid); and (d) negative flashes. Asterisk
denotes single occurrence in (c) and (d), flash multiplicity of positive
flashes in (e), and negative flashes in (f). Some primary features of
storm evolution are annotated at top of (a).
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storm is presented in Fig. 7, and a regional plot of CG
flash locations according to flash polarity with damage
tracks overlaid is presented in Fig. 8.
1) Cl_OUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING PATTERNS DURING
STORM DEVELOPMENT

The first two hours of storm evolution feature a very
high percentage of positive CG flashes, with 91% of
the 511 flashes detected of positive polarity. This
represents a departure from the national norm of less
than 5% positive (Orville et al. 1987). The summer
1990 regional norm is computed to be 4.4%. The first
CG flash detected is of negative polarity at 1809 and
is followed by a strong (+121 kA) flash at 1812, which
begins the dominance lasting until 2018. Other storms
active over the lower Great Lakes region during the
Plainfield storm average just 2.3% positive, while the
short-lived lesser intensity storms adjacent to the
Plainfield storm are also predominantly negative, although less so; 7 of the 16 flashes produced by these
cells lower positive charge to ground (44%). First
flashes detected from each nearby cell occur at 1827
(+92 kA), 1827 (+51 kA), 1830 (+79 kA), and 1831
(+136 kA). Two slightly more robust cells appear
farther east, yet their flashes are more dominantly
negative (80%; 12 out of 15 flashes), with first flashes
at 1840 (-95 kA) and 1841 (-17 kA), respectively. At
this time, the spreading anvil of the Plainfield storm
extends over these cells, but their radar cores are
noncontiguous. Recent studies have suggested that
storms that produce large numbers of positive CG
flashes are often associated with large hail (Reap and
MacGorman 1989; Curran and Rust 1992). The
Plainfield storm certainly conforms to this pattern, with
hailstones as large as 7 cm in diameter reported at
RFD.
During development, the Plainfield storm produces
positive CG flashes almost exclusively within the region of the storm's reflectivity core, while negative
flashes occur almost exclusively outside these regions. Earlier studies have identified positive CG lightning as occurring from regions of the cumulonimbus
cloud normally outside of the radar reflectivity core,
such as stratiform rain regions behind squall lines, and
downshear anvils (see, e.g., Rust et al. 1981;
Stolzenberg 1990). Until recently, no positive CG
lightning had been observed in the heavy-precipitation
region of other supercell storms (Kessler and Moore
1986, p. 291); however, several positive flashes were
collocated with the reflectivity cores of low-precipitation supercells in a recent case study (Curran and Rust
1992). As the data here identify that the Plainfield
storm is anomalous, possibly even reversed in this
aspect, it appears that this storm may have developed
with an inverted dipole structure.
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FIG. 8. Enlarged detail of Fig. 2; CG flashes according to polarity from 1800 to 2200 UTC with wind-damage regions overlaid. Red plus
(blue dot) symbols denote CG flashes of positive (negative) polarity. Locations mentioned in the text are marked by their three-letter station
identifiers.
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The peak current values of these positive CG
flashes during storm development were unusually
strong, while negative flashes were correspondingly
weak. The percentage distribution of peak current
values of positive and negative flashes during the
pretornadic phases is compared to the regional summertime averages in Fig. 9a. The magnitude of the
anomaly appears to be significant. The summertime
regional median value for positive flashes is +27 kA;
the pretornado Plainfield storm median is+80 kA. The
low values for negative flashes, with all but a few
flashes below the negative-flash summertime median
of - 2 7 kA, suggest that the number of negative flashes
detected may be proportionally unrepresentative compared to positive flashes. Of the 42 negative flashes
detected before the reversal, 34 are observed by two
DFs, 6 by three DFs, and 1 by four and 1 by nine DFs.
This suggests lower detectability, and the measurement and locational placement of these flashes cannot be viewed as being very reliable. It is possible that
additional negative flashes occur, but are so much
weaker than usual that the threshold of detection is not
being attained. Some support for this inference is
found in the data from the DF site closest to the storm
196

at Dekalb, Illinois, which records numerous CG signals unobserved by other detectors. In the absence of
agreements from other DFs, these data have to be
excluded from this study. The negative flashes detected during phases I—IV are furthermore anomalous
in that most (90.5%) are single stroked (multiplicity of
one; see Fig. 9a, inset). All 33 negative flashes detected between 1809 and 1933 share this characteristic. In a large statistical sample, Reap and MacGorman
(1989) found single-stroked flashes constitute just
30% of all negative summertime flashes, the same as
the summer 1990 regional dataset single-stroke percentage. Unlike the negative flashes, however, the
percentage of single-stroked positive flashes during
phases I—IV (79%) is in good agreement with the
regional average (76%), and the Reap and MacGorman
average (-78.6%).
2 ) THE CELL SPLIT AND SUPERCELL DEVELOPMENT

The transition into a supercell occurs after the
storm's reflectivity core splits. While the two cells
never completely separate, explosive intensification
of the southern cell leads to a supercell-type signature
on radar (Lemon 1977) by 1935, and it thereafter
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overwhelmingly dominates in magnitude and CG production. All flash parameters display some variability
during the cell split. The partial separation into two
cells is associated with an initial rise in CG flash
frequency, averaging 6.9 min~1 between 1918 and
1928 with 92.8% positive, then a sudden drop at 19281933 when the split appears to achieve maximum
separation, to 3.2 min -1 , of which only 68.8% are now
positive. The mean peak current of positive flashes
also falls somewhat from +87 to +75 kA. This is
immediately followed by a relatively stable period of
flash production (1933-1948) leading to the onset of
the storm's downburst episode. The percentage positive averages 87% and positive peak current average
sustains +100 kA, the highest average during the
storm's mature phases. Flash rate remains relatively
modest at 4.1 min -1 , despite the storm's great intensity, as suggested by the large and increasing areal
coverage of high (40-55 dBZ) radar reflectivities.
3 ) THE DOWNBURST AND MESOCYCLONE DEVELOPMENT

A majordownburst containing numerous microbursts
begins at about 1950
August 1990) and

(Storm Data,

FIG. 9. CG flash peak current and multiplicity (inset) distributions
(a) before the tornado touchdown/polarity reversal (1809-2018),
and (b) after (2018-2118). Regional averages derived from the
summer 1990 dataset are represented by heavy lines. Positive and
negative data are assessed independently on all graphs.
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FIG. 10. Vertical radar cross section of the Plainfield storm at
1951 UTC (time estimated) from a range-height indicator (RHI) scan
performed by the United Airlines (UAL) radar at Elk Grove, Illinois.
Corresponding plan-position indicator (PPI) scan of the storm at 1 °
elevation angle is provided in inset window, with RHI beam azimuth
(247°) depicted along with 10-km range markers. VIP levels 1 - 4 are
indicated, with light shading denoting regions of VIP 3 and dark
shading VIP 4, where VIP 4 indicates reflectivity > 45 d B Z

its occurrence corresponds with exceptionally welldefined CG lightning characteristics. A BWER is evident near the leading (southeast) edge of the echo at
1948, but becomes indistinct as the downburst begins
to the northwest of Aurora (ARR). A range-height scan
(RHI) of the BWER performed by the UAL radar at
approximately this time shows that it lies adjacent to an
exceptionally large elevated reflectivity core extending to an altitude of almost 19 km that is collocated
above the region of downburst damage; the downburst
is thus identifiable with the presence and likely descent of this core (Fig. 10). The exceptional intensity of
this feature is further evidenced by the 55-dBZ(VIP 6)
reflectivity core extending to 12.2-km altitude at 1954
(U.S. DoC 1991, p. B-5).
During the period 1948-1953, the 1-min flash rate
climbs from 5 to 11 flashes mirr 1 , and then peaks and
remains remarkably constant between 14 and 17 min~1
from 1953 to 2003, while positive percentage achieves
and sustains 100%. Furthermore, peak current values
appear to be significantly modulated to between +50
and +95 kA with 60% of all flashes occurring in this
range (Fig. 11a). This period represents the most
stable period of flash production during the entire
storm. High areal densities of positive CG lightning
result, with ground-flash densities exceeding 0.6
flashes krrr 2 over a 5-10-km-wide band, with local
values as high as 1.2 flashes krrr 2 in the 15-min period
(Fig. 11b). While such values are not uncommon in
storms producing predominantly negative-polarity CG
lightning, warm-season thunderstorms that produce
197
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primarily positive CG lightning are usually associated
with low flash totals and correspondingly low groundflash densities (e.g., Curran and Rust 1992). The
regional maximum in positive ground-flash density is
computed to be just 0.2 flashes krrr 2 for the 3 months
during summer 1990; the Plainfield storm easily exceeds this value in just 5 min. Flash locations center
about the storm updraft region identified by the former
BWER, and likely location of the developing
mesocyclone apparent on radar after 2000. An almost
total absence of CG lightning is indicated in the major
part of the downburst damage region at the time of
devastation. This is supported by observations by a
storm-chase team (P. Sirvatka, College of Dupage,
personal communication), and by air-traffic controllers
at ARR who, despite exceptionally dark skies, observed no lightning at all during the downburst (from
interview). A weak (-12 kA) CG flash detected in this
region during the downburst at 2003 is the lone negative strike of 194 flashes recorded between 1951 and
2018.
As the downburst affects ARR at about 2005, a
rapid transformation is evident on radar as the storm's
southeastern edge abruptly deforms into a strong
hooklike configuration within 5 min (see Fig. 6e). This
is highly suggestive of mesocyclone intensification,

and heralds the genesis of the Plainfield tornado, with
touchdown soon afterwards at about 2018. The
Plainfield storm actually produces several funnel clouds
and small tornadoes between 1840 and 2018; however, their occurrence near the gust front and in the
region of downburst damage suggests that these may
be landspout-type tornadoes (see, e.g., Brady and
Szoke 1988; Wakimoto and Wilson 1989) and they are
not considered to be significant precursors of the
extreme development. Four damage tracks within the
downburst region were attributed to microvortices
Data, August 1990). While hook-echo formation is a well-known precursor of tornadogenesis, this
case is unusual in that it occurs along the leading edge
of the southeast-advancing storm, and appears to
result from the descent of a portion of the elevated
reflectivity core across the low-angled radar beam
simultaneous with mesocyclone intensification, giving
the appearance of an almost spontaneous hook formation. These rapid developments are reflected in CG
lightning activity by a sudden reduction in 1-min frequency from 17 min -1 at 2001 to 3 min -1 at 2005, which
begins a period of very low CG flash rates of only 1 2 m i n 1 until 2024. This pattern is in agreement with an
absence of CG activity reported in the violent BlackwellUdall (Oklahoma-Kansas) tornadic storm of 1955
(Jones 1959), and the lulls accompanying F2 and F4
tornadogenesis observed in the Binger, Oklahoma,
storm of 1981 (MacGorman et al. 1989).

(Storm

4 ) THE TORNADIC PHASE

FIG. 11. (a) The distribution of flash peak current values of 5-kA
intervals recorded between 1948 and 2003 UTC, and (b) CG
locations and contoured ground-flash density for the same period
with the estimated extent of downburst wind damage overlaid. Plus
(square) symbols denote positive (negative) CG flashes.
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From its touchdown point at Oswego, Illinois (OSW),
the tornado travels southeastward at 14-17 m s~1 for
27 km before lifting off near downtown Joliet (JOT) at
about 2042-2048. The track varies in width from 0.4 to
0.8 km, and describes a slight anticyclonic curve with
the apex at Plainfield (PFD); F4 damage occurs in
several narrow swaths along the track, while F5 damage is confined to a 1 -km strip northwest of PFD. The
poststorm damage survey indicated that numerous
suction vortices occurred within the larger vortex.
Eyewitnesses reported that the Plainfield tornado was
not visible for much of its life, being obscured by dark
cloud commonly described as "black as midnight," as
well as by shrouds of intense rain and hail.
Tornadogenesis occurs simultaneous with the reversal of the dominant CG flash polarity from positive
to negative over the entire storm-echo domain. This
characteristic is without precedent in any previously
studied thunderstorm. The reversal occurs by 2018,
when a -30-kA flash follows a 2.5-min period when no
CG flashes are detected after a +45-kA flash; the
Plainfield tornado is determined by the poststorm
survey to have begun its damage track at about this
time. A strong positive flash (+107 kA) occurs at 2019,
Vol. 74, No. 2, February 1993
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after the first two negative flashes, and is the last
positive flash until 2031, suggesting that the reversal
may not be an instantaneous process. Indeed, there
are indications that the polarity reversal may be associated with a prior trend in mean peak current magnitude. Despite the absolute dominance of positive CG
activity prior to tornadogenesis, the mean peak current declines steadily from +100 kA at 1958, to +70 kA
at 2008, and to just +38 kA at 2016 (2-min rolling
averages) as positive CG lightning effectively ceases.
Furthermore, the trend established in the weakening
positive signal is continued after the changeover in a
steadily strengthening negative-flash mean value that
increases in magnitude from an initial - 2 0 kA at 2019,
to - 4 0 kA at 2044, which roughly corresponds to the
lifespan of the tornado on the ground. Average negative-flash multiplicity also rises during the tornado,
increasing from 1.8 to 4.1 strokes per flash. The totally
different character of CG flashes before and after the
reversal in both peak current and multiplicity is easily
recognized by comparing Figs. 9a and 9b. Indeed,
flash characteristics after 2018 appear to agree quite
well with the summertime averages. Note too that no
positive flashes detected within the main region of CG
activity southeast of ARR exceed 30 kA, yet six strong
positive flashes occur between 2038 and 2044 to the
northwest of ARR, far removed from the tornadic
region. As the distance separating them from the
majority of simultaneous CG flashes is considerable
( - 4 0 km), these flashes are not included as part of the
storm dataset. These flashes, however, feature very
high peak current values averaging +160 kA, and their
occurrence close to the region earlier affected by the
intense positive CG activity during the downburst
episode adds to the sense of a geographical separation of flash polarity (refer to Fig. 8).

PFD at 2029-2031, and again at 2033-2035 (Fig. 12).
Other eyewitnesses in Crest Hill, about 7 km distant,
similarly observed frequent lightning in the direction of
PFD apparently striking at a single location (D. and D.
Berglund, interview). The apparent discrepancy in the
frequency of flashes observed by eyewitnesses versus detected by the NLDN is difficult to assess. Some
possible explanations are that many of these flashes
are too weak to be detected, or are intracloud discharges and thus purposely excluded from the NLDN
data, or that flash characteristics such as rise time are
sufficiently different that they are not recognized by the
NLDN's acceptance criteria. Previous reports indicate
that CG lightning in the vicinity of a tornadic vortex
itself is rare (Davies-Jones and Golden 1975); however, documented cases do exist of frequent and
unusual lightning associated with some tornadoes
(e.g., Justice 1930; Hall 1951; Flora 1953; Vaughan
and Vonnegut 1976).
Unusual intracloud lightning activity was observed
from a vantage point north of the tornado at approximately 2035-2045. Frequent lightning was noted to be
concentrated within the wall cloud above the funnels,
and "between the funnels" too, while CG activity was not
specifically recalled (R.Zola, interview). In their study of
the Binger tornado, MacGorman et al. (1989) remotely
sensed frequent intracloud lightning in association with
the parent mesocyclone that harbors the tornado at
maturity. The description provided by Zola may be a
visual observation of the same phenomenon.
5 ) POST-TORNADO PHASE

The dissipation of the tornado heralds the onset of
relative normalcy in the Plainfield storm's CG flash
production. A final distinct signature is a brief lull in CG
flash activity and change in flash character as the
While the reversal in polarity seems to indicate the tornado is either dissipating or has recently dissipated.
onset of more typical CG production, eyewitness re- Flash rates drop quite suddenly from 7 min -1 at 2045
ports suggest unusual lightning activity is associated to 1 min"1 at 2048. Furthermore, this lone flash is of
with the tornado itself: 1) a burst of frequent, highly positive polarity. During the lull, the percentage posilocalized CG lightning that affects Plainfield immedi- tive climbs significantly to 17%, negative flash multiately following tornadic devastation, and 2) frequent plicity drops from 4.1 to 2.7 strokes per flash, and
intracloud lightning within the wall cloud and between mean negative peak current drops from - 3 5 to - 2 7 kA.
the funnel clouds of the tornado. The CG outburst was This short-lived perturbation appears somewhat analoobserved in the vicinity of the Plainfield High School gous to that observed around 1930 following the cell
immediately following tornadic devastation. Described separation; however, the dominant flash polarity is
by two teachers who survived the destruction of the now reversed. The flash rate abruptly jumps back to 9
school at about 2030, lightning "like rods to the ground," m i n 1 at 2049, beginning a surge in frequency to 12
so frequent that "you couldn't blink your eyes without min-1 by 2100, and 17 m i n 1 at 2110. From this point
seeing lightning," was actually "more terrifying than onward, the Plainfield storm finally appears to exhibit
the tornado itself" (C. Baker, I. Brixey, interview). relatively normal CG lightning characteristics, and
While the NLDN did not detect exceptionally frequent continues to be a prodigious producer of CG lightning
CG production at this time other than an increase in 1 - while maintaining a normal low percentage of positive
min frequency to 11 flashes min -1 at 2035, flash flashes. After four remarkable hours, it finally appears
locations become strongly clustered in the vicinity of to become a typical summertime thunderstorm.
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heavy precipitation on the trailing side of the mesocyclone.
Notably absent, however, is an
indication of a preexisting thermal boundary acting as a conduit for propagation observed in
other HP storms (the ill-defined
cold front exhibited no significant thermal gradient in the storm
vicinity). While strong and violent tornadoes have been documented with a few HP supercells
(Moller et al. 1990), the Plainfield
storm is certainly the most severe on record. Tornadoes
achieving F5 intensity are exceptionally rare events, with only
five reported in the United States
in the 10-year period prior to the
Plainfield storm
1980-90).

(Storm Data

2 ) ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY

FIG. 12. (a)-(f) Sequence of 2-min data plots of CG flash occurrence relative to estimated
tornado location taken from Fig. 1, from 2027 to 2039 UTC, and (g) a broader tornado-centered
composite of the above. Tornado location is at centroid of 10-km-range ring on each plot.

b. The Plainfield storm in the context of other
tornadic storms
1) STORM STRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

The Plainfield storm conforms fairly well to a recently classified subclass of supercells called highprecipitation (HP) supercells (Doswell et al. 1990). In
common with these storms, the Plainfield storm features a storm environment of considerable instability
but only marginal storm-relative helicity for supercell
development, a front-flank mesocyclone, a long-duration downbursting episode, and high reflectivities and
200

In past studies, some tornadic
thunderstorms have been associated with unusual electrical
activity (see summary provided
by MacGorman et al. 1989).
Sferic studies have provided
some support for this association by identifying that the wavelengths and frequency of sferics
(radio-frequency impulses) emitted by tornadic storms indicate
them to be unusually electrically
active compared to those of
nontornadic storms (Jones 1951;
Taylor 1973). Through utilization
of the NLDN data, the Plainfield
storm provides a detailed objective dataset of some electrical
anomalies associated with a
thunderstorm that produces a
particularly intense tornado.

The first study to utilize lightning network data of CG
flashes in a violent tornado-producing supercell is that
of the Binger tornado of 22 May 1981 (MacGorman et
al. 1989). Each of two tornado touchdowns, an F2 and
an F4, was accompanied by a temporary reduction in
CG flash rate in the supercell to near zero that corresponded with augmented intracloud lightning flash
rates (measured by L-band radar) within the intensifying midlevel mesocyclone. It was hypothesized that
the mesocyclone strength determines lightning type
and character during the thunderstorm's tornadic
Vol. 74, No. 2, February 1993
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phase through the modulation of the intensity of cy- Doppler radar wind-field data, we are unable to perclonic shear and updraft velocity. A followup study by form a similar comparison in the Plainfield storm. The
MacGorman and Nielsen (1991) on a lesser-intensity results of the detailed University of Chicago survey of
tornadic supercell on 8 May 1986 does not identify a tornadic damage intensity (Storm Data, August 1990)
similar reduction in CG activity; rather, flashes appear are instead utilized here and compared to simultato cluster near the mesocyclone as it intensifies and neous 1-min flash rates sampled every 20 s both for
produces a brief F3 tornado. The differences are the entire storm and for the mesocyclone vicinity (Fig.
attributed to weaker organization and updraft intensity 13). The highly subjective nature of F-scale assessthan in the Binger storm. In both cases, the CG flash ment as a gauge of tornadic intensity (Golden and
polarity is dominantly negative.
Snow 1991), and time accuracy of tornado location
In the context of these two cases, the Plainfield being approximate within about 3 min, makes an exact
storm is most interesting in that it exhibits both a comparison here difficult. Nevertheless, the data indipronounced lull in CG activity at tornadogenesis and a cate that the tornado apparently fluctuates in intensity
strong tendency to focus CG lightning in the vicinity of on a time scale similar to the clustering-dispersing
the mesocyclone. Although no measurements of pattern noted in CG locations, and variations in flash
intracloud lightning activity are
available in the Plainfield storm,
it seems likely that the lull in CG
lightning production is analogous
to those observed in the Binger
storm. An absolute correlation is
difficult due to the uncertain role
played by the process that
causes the polarity reversal in
the reduction of the CG flash
rate. The data from these two
storms do suggest, however, that
a strong reduction in CG lightning production at tornadogenesis might be a possible precurFIG. 13. CG lightning flash rates compared to simultaneous tornadic damage intensity from
sor signature recognizable in 2025 to 2042 UTC: (a) flash occurrence for the entire storm (solid line) and near (within - 1 0 km)
other strong and violent tornado- tornado/mesocyclone location (dashed line); (b) the percentage of mesocyclone-proximity
flashes to total storm flashes; and (c) excerpt of the detailed ground survey of damage severity
producing supercells.
(F-scale), reproduced from Storm Data.

The reduced level of CG activity continues during the first 10
min of the Plainfield tornado's
life, but when flash rate increases again, flash locations appear to alternate between focusing in the
mesocyclone region and dispersing throughout the
radar echo region (Fig. 12a-f). This is most striking
when the tornado achieves maximum (F5) intensity at
2031. While the thunderstorm is multicellular at this
time with several reflectivity cores evident over a
broad region (refer to Fig. 6g), all of the detected CG
lightning output of this large storm complex temporarily focuses to within a few kilometers of the tornado
(Fig. 12b). Indeed, it is certainly possible that many or
all of these flashes are occurring in an even more local
area as suggested by the eyewitness accounts in
section 4a. Studies comparing CG activity to
mesocyclone character have identified both a positive
correlation in number of close-proximity flashes with
mesocyclone strength (Keighton et al. 1991;
MacGorman and Nielsen 1991), and the opposite
(MacGorman et al. 1989). Due to the absence of
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rate. Furthermore, maxima in damage severity appear
to correlate fairly well with maxima in tornado-proximity flash rate and percentage of total flash count.
3 ) OTHER CASES

The significance of anomalous CG lightning during
the development of the Plainfield storm in terms of
violent tornadogenesis is difficult to assess at this
point. Likewise, the dramatic reversal in flash polarity
coincident with tornado touchdown challenges us to
consider a possible role of atmospheric electrical
processes in violent tornado formation. Do all tornadoproducing thunderstorms display lightning patterns
similar to those observed in the Plainfield storm?
While this certainly does not appear to be the case, it
is curious, however, that NLDN data retrieved for
ongoing research at SUNYA indicate that the only
other F5 tornadoes reported since 1985, at Hesston
and Goessel, Kansas (13 March 1990; see Branick
201
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and Doswell 1992), and Andover, Kansas (26 April
1991), were also spawned by thunderstorms associated with predominantly positive-polarity CG lightning. Unlike the Plainfield storm, however, these storms
were supercells in environments of ample shear and
instability, and while neither exhibited the relatively
instantaneous reversal of flash polarity observed in
the Plainfield storm, both demonstrated a slowly evolving reversal such that by the cessation of tornadic
activity, the parent storms were associated with predominantly negative-polarity CG flash activity. Continued research on the CG lightning characteristics of
these and other violent tornado-producing thunderstorms should assist in identifying whether these and
other lightning signatures are indicative of possible
close associations between the electrical and dynamical aspects of these storms.

5. Concluding remarks
The analysis of CG lightning data from the Plainfield
storm identifies both general and specific correlations
between CG lightning activity and storm development.
Predominantly positive-polarity CG lightning identifies
the Plainfield storm as being unusual over two hours
prior to tornadogenesis, and the placement of positive
and negative flashes relative to the reflectivity core
being opposite to that normally observed in warmseason convection suggests that this storm develops
with an inverted dipole structure. Cells forming simultaneously and adjacent to the Plainfield storm appear
to share the characteristic of reversed CG polarity;
however, only the Plainfield storm develops further
and produces frequent CG lightning activity. Dynamical developments appear to be reflected in trends in
CG flash peak current magnitude, suggesting this
parameter to be of considerable utility in assessing
changes in storm structure.
Several specific correlations are further identified
in the analysis. The downburst is strongly correlated
in time (within - 2 min) with exceptionally frequent
positive CG lightning in the adjacent storm updraft
region. Both the downburst and period of intense
positive CG lightning appear to be associated with a
massive elevated reflectivity core that supports VIP 6
reflectivities to 12.2 km. Tornadogenesis follows an
abrupt reduction in CG lightning rates. The touchdown of the F5 Plainfield tornado coincides within 2
min of the polarity reversal of CG flashes over the
entire storm domain; however, trends in peak current
magnitude indicate the polarity reversal may be an
evolving versus instantaneous process. At the time of
maximum tornadic intensity, CG flashes cluster in the
vicinity of the mesocyclone, focusing near the tor202

nado on a periodic basis. While the polarity reversal
represents the beginning of a trend toward the attainment of normal CG lightning characteristics, anomalous CG lightning activity ceases only with tornado
dissipation. In agreement with earlier eyewitness
accounts and sferic studies, the analysis of this
remotely sensed objective dataset indicates a probable association between the dynamical aspects
producing tornadogenesis and electrical activity in
the parent thunderstorm.
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Gtobal warming is a topic of concern for many
/rations and governments. The implications of this
impending climate change are bound to affect many
aspects of human life and activities. In a 24- page,
illustrated brochure, the World Meteorological
Organization presents basic information on this
controversial topic including atmospheric monitoring
techniques, present and future greenhouse gas
concentrations, global warming rates, and research
and applications of the World Climate Programme.
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Atmospheric chemical and transport phenomena often are linked strongly, in the
sense that chemical conversion-and thus atmospheric pollutant fate-is usually
mediated by the joint action of both processes. This linkage occurs on all atmospheric
scales, ranging from molecular, turbulent, and mesoscale phenomena up through
those that are global in extent.
There has been a strong tendency to view atmospheric transport and atmospheric
chemistry from a reductionist viewpoint, wherein these two processes are considered
essentially in isolation. On the other hand, it is well known that such approaches are
fundamentally lacking under many important circumstances. In view of this, the
Conference on Atmospheric Chemistry was organized into four subsessions:
synoptic/global scale; mesoscale; turbulence scale; and molecular scale.
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